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Note: Ansrver 5 questions onlrr'. (10 points for each question)

Ql/ Define the zeror first, second and third larvs of thennodl'nantic.

Q2l A) 1 mol of N2(g) at 25.0 oC and a pressure of 1.0 bar undergoes an isothermal

expansion to a pressure of 0.132 bar. Calculate the rvork done.

B) A particular engine has a po\ver output

the engine expels 8000 J of heat in each

cycle and (b) the tirne for each cycle.

Q3/ Find AU, AH, e, w, and AS for ir rcversiblc ideal gas ol'

curve A, ts and C shorvn in figure, then prove that AU,

AI[, and AS are stxte Itrnction tvhile (l ilnd \\'itre not.

of 5000 W and trn ellicielrcy ot' 25"/o. lt

cycie, find: (a) the hezrt absorbed in eaclt
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Q4/ Prove that: a) AS : Cp ln(T2lT1) - R ln(P2lP1) lbr an icle:rl gns

b) AA = AU - TAS, c) e : l- T2lTt for Carnot cycle

d) ftIq,.,/T = 0 for Carnot cycle of an ideal gas. e)

A) A glass rod is heated and thcn blot'n by a glassblorver. When it

brought outside to cool. 3200 J of heat arc transferred from the

which is at l8'C. Find the change in entropy of the universe.

B) Using .loule free expansion to prove that the internal energy

depends only on temperature.

4

is at 185"C it is

glass to the air,

of an ideal gas

A) ls the follorving reaction spontaneous? CO(NH2)2(^q) * HzOro ---+ CO2(s)+2NH.(*),

if you knorv AH:l1gkJ, AS:354.8 j/K and T:25oC.

B) The tt'orl< output is 900 kJ ancl heat rerjection is 150 kJ of C:rrnot helt ,;nginr,,

Find Tsol if you knolv that T6u1,1:27uC.
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AD Explain with short answer, Then draw a diagram to illustrate it:-
A) - Pair production and annihilation.
B)- The Michelson-Morley Experiment.
C)- Laser system 

r

Aa A) Number and then explain the most important applications of
Doppler effect in the medical and industrial field. (7.5 marks)

B) A fire truck, with its siren on, is moving at20 m.s-l towards a burning
building. A person standing next to the road with a detector, measures the
frequency of the sound emitted by the siren to be 450H2. The measured
fiequency is higher than the frequency of the sound emitted by the siren.
1. Is the fire truck moving towards or away from the person? (lomarks)

2.Explain why the registered frequency is higher?
3. Calculate the frequency of the siren.

OO A) How does the Compton effect differ from the photoelectric effect?
(7.5marks)

B) In a Compton scattering , The scattered photon has an energy of
150KeV and the recoiling electron has a kinetic energy of 40KeV. Assume
that before the scattering the electron is at rest.

a) Find the wavelength in (nm).

I{ote: Answer 4 questions onlv.

b) The energy in (KeV) of the incident photon.
c) Calculate the scattered angle.

(17.5rnarks)

(l0marks)

QOA) Briefly describe the basic principle operation of X-ray tube ?

Then sketch the basic components of it? (7.5marks)

B) Determine the wave'length of an electron accelerated by a lgpJ
potential difference , find the velocity of that electron ? (lomarks)
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' s)A) what is the lifetime of a muons travellin gat0.6c,if its restlifetime is 1.2ms? (7.5marks)

B) How fast must a meter stick be moving if its length is observed

to shrink to 0.5 m? (tomarks)

Useful constants: planck .o,lrturt h:6.6x10r4 J.S 
I

Eiectron rest mass ffi.:9. I x I 0-3lKg

' Electron charge e:1.6 xl0-leC

Speed of light c: 3x108 m/s

The speed of sound in air is 340 m.s-r

Gθθ″J″εル
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ANSWER FOUR QUESTIONS ONLY
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q-1.( g- Find the admittance (Y) of eaclt

B- Find tire total adniittance (Y1) in
C- Drarv the adnrittaltce cliagrarn.
D- Find the value of L.
E- Find tire voltage in pirasor forni.
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Note: answer four questions only. (.tfl^;t! rti-llt 6t4+ \$]r u)y =rhlsJt)
Q.1: A/ For what we use the following properties:

1- show and hide in the form. 2- caption in label. 3- multiline in text box.
4- sorted in list box. 5- Additem in list box.

B/ Design a form contains a textbox and a shape such that when the user enters g and b
the shape colored to green and blue respectively.

Q.z:A/ Find the average of any 5 numbers using loop statement (use input box for
inputting and message box for outputting).

B/ Write ? progr?rn to print "welcome', five

C/ Give two methods for inputting variables
one.

times in bold font, green color and size 1g.

in V.B. language with an example for each

, Q.3:A./ Write a program to find factorial of n (n!).

B/ Write the details of the following design
and write the code for each button.

enter no.'l

enter no_2

result

+

Q'a:A/ Write a program to compute area of a triangle with base b and high h where
A=(t/2)b.h

B/ What is the difference between:
1- Check box, Option button 2-do while loop statement, do until loop statement.

C/ write a program to find the smallest number between twc numbers.

Q.5:A/Write a program to compute ywher e y:r*{* '' +...+{23n
B/ How many multiplier s of 7 are there between 1.4 and 77? writea program to findit.

Best wishes
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Ql a)SOIVe the OoDoE(χ
2+y2)dχ +2χy dy=0?   [lo marksI

bl Find the Value tt f檜

|】
封5 ¨同

Note answer EUI questions only

Q2 a) Find inverse Laplace transformation for

F(s) - d*A ? t1o marksl

b) Evaluat 
" [i {i.'(x + y)dydx [7.5 marks]

Q3 a) solve the o.D.E fr *# - 6# - e-3* * xz ? t10 marksl

b) Find all Extreme Value of the following function

f(x,y) - xy - xz -2x - yz - 2y + 4, ?

Qa a) Solve the O.D.E by Laplace transformation ff * ,# * 6y = s-zt

withY(0):0,Y(0):f [l,marks]

b) Find the area shared by r - 2 andr : 4 sin(0) [7.5 marks]

Q5a):fυ (χ′y′ Z)=Vχ2+y2_+z2 
′χ(ι):=ι

2′ y==csc(3ι )αηd Z=:

Find 墾    '                        [1。 marksI

b) Find the inverse of matrix
:  |  :|         [7.5 marks]

″
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Note: Answer just 4 questions
l-A) X-rays ofl, : 0.1537 nm are diffracted from the planes (1 I l) the Bragg angle is 19.2". Calculate

the material density if it has FCC structure, Avogadro number 6.02x1023 atom,/mole and atomic
weight 26.98 g/mole. (6.5 degrees)

B) Why? (6 degrees)

[].The electrical conductivity of the noncrystalline metal is greater than its crystalline counterpart?

[2].Why the FCC structure is more compact than BCC structure.

[3].Susceptibility (D is negative for diamagnetic.

[4].Screw dislocation is more substantial contribution to plastic deformation than edge dislocation.

-A) What is the difference between: (6 degrees)

I . Superconductors type I and type II
2.Frenkel and Schottky point defects.

3. Brittle material and ductilr material in stress-strain curve.

4.hard and soft magrretic materials

B) A l0m steel wire of diameter 3mm carrying load of l.2kN. If the elastic modulus is 210
GPa what is the new length of the steel wire assuming the elongation is elastic?
(6.5 degrees)

A) Calculate (a) the saturation magnetization and (b) the saturation flux density for nickel. The
nickel density is 8.9 g/cm3, the Bohr magnetons per atom is 0.6 pB and the atomic weight is 58.7
g/mol. (6.5 degrees)

B) What are the reasons for resulting magnetism? Sketch. Do all electrons have a net magnetic
moment? Why or why not? Do all atoms have a net magnetic moment? Why or why not?
(6 degrees)

A) Find the conductivity of copper at 300K. If the collision time (r) for electron scattering is l0-ras.
Copper density 5 8900 kg/m3, atomic weight:0.06354 kg/mole, e:l.6xl0-reC, m:9.lxl0-3rkg.
(6.5 degrees)

B) Mention three of superconductor application. (6 degrees)

Answer the following shortly:
A. Define smart material and give a short explanation about 'top-down" and ,.bottom-up" terms.

(6.5 degrees)

B. Sketchwithinacubicunitcellthefollowingplanes: (102),(lm),(310)(6degrees)

G00D LUCK


